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Dear <<First Name>>,
Welcome to Issue #221 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

Spooky2 Blog Articles

Spooky2 Special Offers for Chinese New Year 2020 Extended
Gifts and coupons are provided for every order.

Top 10 Spooky2 Q&As – Looking Back at 2019 Part 3
Here are the Top 10 questions and answers from 2019 you absolutely don't
want to miss.

How to Apply Smoking Frequencies to Scalar Field
If you have trouble quitting smoking, why not try Spooky2 Scalar?

Spooky2 Q&A

Is there a frequency that can make me less lazy and more motivated?
How can Spooky2 give you more energy?

Is there a way to stimulate our vagus nerve using Spooky2?
What keywords should we search in the Spooky2 software for stimulating our
vagus nerve? 

Can a program be run over a large area?
How can we broadcast frequencies over a large area?

Has anyone experienced rapid aging on their face while using Spooky2?
Will too much detoxing cause rapid aging on your face?

Spooky2 Discussions

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group 

Can you change your hair color with Spooky2?
A user had a noticeable change in her hair after using 528 Hz.

Are there any frequencies for anxiety or panic attacks?
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Here are some success stories of people who used Spooky2 to deal with their
anxiety/panic attacks.

Spooky2 Forum

Which waveform is for killing? Which for healing?
How do you choose the right waveform for running different frequencies?

Why is your GeneratorX still running when your computer is in sleep mode?
How can you prevent your computer from going into sleep mode?

Best of health,
Echo

Spooky2 Team
Skype: clean.energy2013
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2
                www.facebook.com/clenspooky2
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com
         www.spooky2.com
         www.spooky2support.com
         www.spooky2videos.com
         www.spooky2reviews.com
Tel: 00-86-25-57037030

You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. If you have questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is:
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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